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UCF programmers
log ·mpressive win
by Chri Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR
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UCF grabbed a big victory
outside of the Athletic
Department when the
computer programming team
took second place in a
23-team international contest
sponsored by the Association
for Computing Machinery.
The programming squad
answered eight computer
problems in the six hour
competition to finish an hour
behind first-place Stanford.
John Hopkins University
finished third in the St. Louis
competition. Only these three
teams were able to solve all
eight problems in the required
time limit, soundly beating
schools such as Harvard
University.
The UCF squad earned a lot
of respect this time around.
Earl Baugh, the local
secretary for the ACM, said:
"Our reputation is growing.
Last year, some of the teams
didn't even know who we
were. We've done pretty well.
We've been to internationals
four out of five times."
David Van Brackle, a team
member, said: ''Some of the
teams knew about us.
Stanford's team knew about
us. A friend . of mine from
Texas A&M has a friend on
Stanford's team. He called
them and warned them about

our regionals - like North
Carolina - they respect us.''
Respect may have been
somewhat lacking in the
finals. "Most teams don't
know who UCF is," Van
Brackle said. He added that
when the UCF team picture
was taken. they overheard
someone say ''Central
Florida?" Van Brackle said,
however, that the team was
generally well-received .
"ACM likes to see smaller
schools do well,'' he said.
The last computer problem
was the toughest for the UCF
programmers. Baugh said:
"They weren't sure it (their
solution) would work. They
were surprised it did work."
The competition is judged
on the basis of problem
solving and the amount of
time taken to solve the
problems. The teams are
given a number of problems
of which they can solve in any
order.
The judges take the team's
final solutions and test them
using the judge's data. Baugh
said, ''The usu l y run it
under
the
extreme
conditions."
UCF earned the right to go
to
the
international
competition by winning the
Southeast regional last fall.
This year's programming
group, which included Jim
Geist, Van Brackle, Jim Duke
and Nhan Tran, have all

u .''

Baugh added, "Teams in

SEE COMPETITION PAGE 6
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Four teams of engineering students brave the rain
tournament. The activity was part of Engineer's Day.
lectures and demonstrations.

on Friday to play in a volleyball
Other activities included special

Lecture on Judaism's history
by Jackie Miltner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Dr. Barry Mesch, associate professor of religion at the
University of Florida will be at UCF today. He is speaking at
3:00 p.m. in HFA Room 516 and at 8:00 p.m. in the
rehearsal hall.
.

The Judaic Studies
Progr(!.m, part of UCF's
Department of Foreign
Languages, will present a
lecture by Dr. Barry Mesch,
associate professor of religion
at the University of Florida.
Judaic Studies, a threeyear-old program, sponsors
distinguished lecturers such
as Mesch for UCF's faculty,
staff, students and for the
community.
UCF's
Department of Humanities,
Philosophy and Religion is cosponsoring the lecture.
Mesch will conduct two
seminars, the first in the
Dean's Conference Room,
located in Room 516 of the
Fine Arts and Humanities
Building on Tuesday,
Feb. 24, at 3:00 p.m.
"Mesch, --an expert in
medieval Jewish philosophy,
will discuss tension in the
Hebrew Bible between
narratives and legal sections.
His discussion offers insight
into
how
medieval

philosophers treated this
controversial issue - whether
the Hebrew Bible as a book of
law or stories," said Dr.
Moshe Pelli, ·Director of
Judaic Studies at UCF.
A second lecture will be
presented February 24, at
8:00 p.m. in the Music
Rehearsal Hall at UCF.
"The timing is right for
Mesche's topic about Moses
Maimonides, a 12th-century
Jewish philospher whose
850th anniversary was
recently observed,'' said Pelli.
"Maimonides was a writer,
doctor of medicine and a
progressive philosopher.
During his lifetime and after
his death, quite a few rabbis
prohibited people from
reading his books. Some
rabbis advised that only
mature people (around 30
years old) should read his
books," said Pelli.
1
'
During
the
Enlight.enment (around the
14th century), Maimonides'
rationalistic ideas were
applied to modem Judaism.
Quite a few modern concepts
are based on Maimonides'

Mesch is former director of
the Center for .Jewish Studies
at the University of Florida in
Gainesville (1973-1983). He
has authored numerous
publications, including
studies, papers and reviews in
the field of medieval Jewish
thought. He has lectured
throughout the state of
Florida and received awards
for his seminar on the
"Survival of the Jews as a
Minority Culture" and work
on ' The Function of the
Biblical Narrative in
Medieval Jewish Thought''.
Judaic Stu dies is an
interdisciplinary program
(which coordinates events
with other departments)
offering a minor and
certificate in Judaic Studies.
"The purpose of this
program is to add cultural life
to UCF and the community
by acquiring knowledge of
Jewish history, Hebrew
language, Jewish philosophy,
culture, religious beliefs,
political aspirations and
understanding of Judaism's
contribution to Western
civilization." said Pelli .
1
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BLACK AWARE ESS
MONT
CELEBRATION AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
'CALENDAR OF EVENTS'

PRESENTED BY
MINORITY
STUDENT
SERVICES
FEBRUARY, 1987

DATE
TUE

ROOTS (Uprooted) · Film

12 · 1 pm
5:00-6:30 pm

LIB 428
PC 104

OMSS

WED
18

Mercury Morris· Speaker

7:30 pm

Student Ctr.
Auditorium

BSU
PACT

THUR
19

ROOTS (Chicken George) · Film

1:00-2:00 pm
6:30-7:30 pm

LIB 428
LIB 428

OMSS

FRI
20

Engr. Day· SCME Competition
Black Graduate Student Conf.
Gospel Choir Extravaganza

8:00 am
Fri.· Sun.
Fri.· Sun.

CEBA
Tampa ·
Gainesville

SAT
21

Black Male & Female
Relationship (Seminar)

2:00-5:00 pm

Student
Org. Lounge

UCF
Psychology
Dept.

SUN
22

West Indies Art Exhibit
(Opening Reception)

Library

UCF
Library

MON
23

A Rosin in the Sun

9:00 pm

Activity
Center

BSU

TUE
24

ROOTS (The War) · Film

12 · 1 pm
5:00-6:30 pm

LIB 428
PC 1.04

OMSS

WED
25

OMSS Open House · Exhibits ·
Art, Music, Food & Crafts
Basketball Game · UCF vs. BCC

12 · 3 pm
7:00 pm

ADM 2255
UCF Gym

OMSS
Athletic Dept

ROOTS (Freedom)· Film

1:00·2:00 pm

17

THR
26

..

LI 428

OMSS

.
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exico's t ifon plan: a sure
by Su an Skorupa
COUEGE PRESS SE llCE

Gov. Garrey Carruthers of ew
• Mexico last week suggested a new
way to help students pay for college
- setting tuition based on students'
expected earnings.
Students, under Carruthers' plan,
would pay tuition according to how
much they expect to earn after
college. Engineering and medical
• students, for example, would pay
more to go to state colleges than, say,
English majors.
Critics roundly denounced the plan,
saying it would force low-income
students who couldn't afford to pay
.. rugh tuition to major in disciplines
that ultimately would be worth less
money.
More than half the states are now
weighing plans to let parents pre-pay
tuition up to 18 years before their
chHdren enroll in college, a recent

~

College Press Service report found,
while 45 private colleges are adopting
similiar plans to ease the burden of
rising tuition rates. ·
In January, too, the Reagan
administration suggested expanding
an untested program - called Income
Contingent Loans - that would let
students repay their student loans on
a sliding scale of how much they earn
after graduation.
And scores of colleges during the
last three years have begun charging
students reduced fees to use
expensive engineering and computer
equipment in pursuit of their degrees.
Carruthers' proposal is one of
several he has offered to help bring
higher education in New Mexico out
of a funding slump caused by declines
in energy and agriculture revenues,
and fueled by years of low tuition.
Another plan, which educators
greeted more positively, would boost
all undergraduate tuition 20 percent,
tack an additional 10 percent on all

graduate education and yet another
10 percent on law school tuition.
' ew Mexico ranks 48th in the
nation in tuition costs," explained
Dewayne Matthews, executive
director of the state's Commision on
Higher Education.
'We kept tuition low for the last 10
years," Matthews said. "We did not
need the revenue then. Now we do. '
Moreover, Matthews contended
that, "with low tuition, you are not
improving access to education for low
income students because, with other
education costs so high, many still
cannot afford to go to college.
"But there are many out there who
can well afford to pay more,'' he said.
Matthews agreed with the principle
of Carruthers' plan, noting that
future earnings should be considered
when setting a student's tuition.
But "we need to evaluate how
students pay for their educations,"
said Matthews. "More often, it is a
student's income going into college

Financial problems kill
college assassin game
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

A company is trying to involve
some 45 campuses in a nationwide
version of the Assassination Game also known on various campuses as
Assassin, KAOS (Killing As an
Organized Sport) and other killer
monikers - but its efforts seem to be,
well, dying.
In the national contest, a firm
called Clark-Teagle Industries Inc.,
promises contestants
"killers"
chances to win an "on-the-spot"
$1,000 cash prize, a trip to the
Bahamas for more gaming, $5,000 in
cash or an expenses-paid trip for two
to Hawaii.
The grand prize differed according
to how much the student paid to
register: $6.95 for the chance at .the
Hawaii trip, and $8. 95 for the $5,000
cash prize.
But some students recruited to
spread news of the game - which has
generated campus controversy ever
since students at Oberlin and the
Univer ity of Michigan laid
conflicting claims having invented it
in the sixties - say the company
owes th m money, and phone calls to
the firm's 800 number go
unan wered.

"They owe me $181 for distribution
of materials (and in salary)," said
Notre Dame freshman Peter Dumon,
who distributed 2, 700 Clark·Teagle
brochures after answering a
ad placed by the company.
Dumon added that, after two weeks
of unsuccessfully trying to reach
George Clements, a Sarasota, Fla.,
man apparently involved in trying to
organize the contest, someone
answered but then hung up when
Dumon mentioned "Assassin."
The same thing happened when
Dumon called back trying to disguise
his voice, and when he had his
girlfriend try calling.
College Press Service also was
unable to reach anyone at the
•company's
800
number
(1-800-PtAYERS) or through its
Washington D.C., post office box.
"My dad is a lawyer," added
Dumon. I'm going to ask him what to
do. If I don't collect, I will take legal
action."
When it heard about the game,
Notre Dame cancelled it. Vice
President of Student Affairs John
Goldrick said the game - in which
. students hunt ·down and "shoot"
student "targets" with rubber darts
- was "inappropriate for a Christian

Feb. 27·

Feb. 28·
Mar. 1·
Mar. 2·
Mar. 3·

Mar. 4·
Mar. 5·

Mar. 6·
Mar. 7·
Mar. 8·
Mar. 9·
Mar. 10·
Mar. 11·

SEE GAME PAGE 5

Ensemble and Concert Band
in a public concert at 8 p.m.
Mar. 5 in the University
Theatre.
Featured soloist will be
UCF saxaphone instructor
Willaim Schwab, with the
Concerto for Alto Saxaphone by Karel Husa.
The Concert Band will performn work by Graiger,
Richards, Reed, and Vaughn
Williams· the Wind Ensemble works by Samuel Barber
and Vittorio Giannini.
•DEADLINE

•CONCERT

Feb. 25·

The College of Business
dministration at UCF has
i sued a reminder to prop ctive tuden in its new
doctoral program that applicatio are due by tar.
16 in order to b con idered

for enrollment this fall.
The new program was
authorized last October by
the Florida Board of
Regents, and will initially of·
fer concentrations on ac·
counting and finance.
Community wide interest
in the new Ph.D. has been
evidenced by the 1. 2 million
in contributions and pledges
to the College of Business in
support of its academic programs. Foremost among the
gifts is the $600,000 con·
tributed toward establish·
ment of the Carl Galloway
Jr. Chair in Business Administration.
•CAREER DAY

Representatives from
more than 50 hospitals and
health agencies in the

skills?
that matters, not the income when
they come out.
Still, earning power may be an
appropriate determination as
students are not really paying their
tuition up front anyway, but are
paying it off later."
Educators, however, are not
thrilled with Carruthers' plan, and
many fear it would force students out
of higher-demand disciplines and into
techpical or trade careers. Others said
some disciplines could disappear
altogether if high tuition puts them
out of students' reach.
' You're basically saying that
people are willing to pay more if the
!'eturns are there, less if they're not,"
said Brian MacDonald, spokesman
for the University of New Mexico.
"You're kind of directing people's
choices. You would encourage more
people to go into vocational
education."
SEE PLAN PAGE 4

Men's Basketball vs. Bethune-Cookman, 7:30
p.m.
Baseball vs. Tampa, away, 2 p.m.
Baseball vs. USF, away 7 p.m.
Credit Union Annual Meeting, SCA, 11:30·1:00
p.m.
Technical Writing Conference, "Inovations in
Oral, Visual and Written Technical
Communication," Omni International Hotel, 8
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Caribbean-Haitian Art Exhibit
Library Lobby, 12:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. FIU, 7:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. FIU, 1:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. FIU, 1:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Howard, away, 8 p.m.
Poetry Reading, Fay Zwicky, Rehearsal Hall, 8
p.m., free
Health Professionals Career Day, SCA, 10 a.m.,
x2744 or 452-3982
Baseball vs. UF, 3 p.m.
Women's Basketball Conference Tournament
through Mar. 7
Wind Ensemble-Concert Band Qoncert, theatre, 8
p.m., free
Baseball vs. Iowa State, 7 p.m.
"The Vanishing Species," Don Strap, Board
Room, noon
Baseball vs. Iowa State, 1:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Detroit 7 p.m.
Baseball vs. Detroit 1:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Villanova, 7 p.m.
"Memories," Theatre 8 p.m., $4 general, $2
students, x2862
Baseball vs. UF, away, 7 p.m.
International Space Policy Series: Ken Pederson,
Dining Room, 8 p.m., x2608
A Russian Night of Music and Poetry, Rehearsal
Hall, 7 p.m., free

Southeast will be at UCF
Mar. 3 for a career day sponsored by UCF nursing
students.
The day's program, which
begins at 10 a.m. at the Stu·
dent Center Auditorium, is
open to all area health professionals who may be look·
ing to relocate or to advance
their careers.
Personel and nursing
directors will comprise the
majority of the recruiters on
hand for the activities,
which extend until 8 p.m.
Some will be intRrviewing at
the sight and applications
will be available from most,
said Lisa Robertson, presi·
dent of the Nursing Student
Association chapter at UCF.
For more info contact
Robertson at 275-2744 days

and 452-3982 evenings.
• "MEMORIES"

The UCF Theatre, in conjunction with the Reader's
Theatre Workshop, will present, "Memories," a program of dramatic works by
Truman Capote and Jane
Martin, performed by an in·
ternational cast, at 8 p.m.
Mar. 9 in the Black Box
Theatre at UCF.
"Talking With," by Mar·
tin, (a pseudonym), will be
presen~d by Canadian actress and teacher Jaqueline
Dunckel 'and actress Alice
Gabbard. Capote's "A
Child's Memory' will be
presented by Gabbard and
William Adams, Director of
the Institute for Reader s
Theatre.

I
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PLAN
FROM PAGE 3

Another educator said the
plan would discourage
working people from going to
college to enter second
careers, a major goal of
community colleges.
''We would be accused of
making certain types of
education - medical and law
school - available only to
people who already have the
money," said William Witter,

president of Sante Fe
Community College.
But most educators agree
higher tuition is necessary
not only to help swell state
coffers but to increase the
amount of state financial
student aid available.
"Universities are quietly
supportive of the governor's
plan for tuition based on
projected income or for a
major tuition increase,''
Matthews said. "They realize
they will attract students

anyway, and they have a
great awareness for need for
additional revenue. '
Matthews admits the
legislature is more likely to
approve a major, across-theboard tuition increase than to
okay differentials for each
discipline.
"The technical issues of
determining tuition for each
major based on income
potential
would
be
overwhelming," Matthews
said.
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THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
DEATH •••

''An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest!'

••

Your Government has published
thousands of books to serve America.
And now the Government Printing
Office has put together a catalog
of the Government's "Bestsellers"almost a thousand books in all.
Books like The Space Shuttle at

OR LIFE!

Subscribe to he Wall treet Journal,
and enjoy student savings of up to $44. That's quite
a bargain, especially when you consider what it
really represents: Tuition for the real world.

Work, Starting a Business,
U.S. Postage Stamps, and
National Parks Guide and
Map. I dares'aftH€re's even

r Tu~~~~Wo;;i.~i~ii-ft;ilI

information on one of my
favorite subjects- printing.
Find out what the
Government has published
for you-send for your
free catalog. Write-

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT !

the regular subscription price.

0 Send me 15 weeks for $26.

0 Payment enclosed.

Name
~tuden"t l.D.#

0 Bill me later.

Grad. Month/Year _ _ _ __
State _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

prices all! valid a
I o~er,youauLhonTh~~S;tej~;;j~suppiia;.
Schqol

These

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFETY NOW

1

P.O. Box 3927 • Tallahassee, FL 32315-3927
(904) 386-5044

.Thanks to you ...
it works ...
forALLOFUS

Or mail to: The Wall Street Journal, 200 Burnett Road, Chicopee, MA 01021
0 Send me one yearof The Wall Street Journal for$63-a savingo/$44 off

I
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A Life Saving Reminder From

New Catalog
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402

~

Major

for limited time for Jlwdtnts only in the continent.al U.S. By placing your
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The film industry is moving to
ORLAN DO.

Which One is Your Senato.r?
-Find Out for Sure at Our

Meet the Senators Day!!!
-

-- =-= = =--=-
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* SUGGESTION BOXES
..1.. ' *Music
* REFRESHMENTS

, ..
~·

...
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*SENATORS IN THEIR

•..

NATURAL HABITAT

enroll now for the next workshop

Feb. 28 phone: 352-5858

American
Academy of
Dramatic
Arts

Founded in 1884. the Academy has trained more

professional a tors than an_ other chool or college
in America. Academy alumni have won nominations for

*FREE AIR AND WATER

*~ms1"·~n
A
1 :Ul:
Ji 1~EN!

This is your
chance to get to
know your
Student Senat.ors
face to face!!!

•"

...
•
•

0 cars, -6 Tonys and 101 Emmys.

One Hundred years
of training actors.
The .' \ adem) offers a iit-~k summer program
and a two-year
ociate Degree program. You
ma. recei A dem. trammg in ev. York or in California.
ERICA: ACADE.\fY OF
• , .C'llo YoR:. ,;y 100 16

"

Wednesday, February 25
11:00-1:00 on the Student Green

•
•

•

- Playboy Magazine, after
· announcing its plans to
swing through the nation's
"top 10 party schools" to
" photograph women in the
nude, received some harsh
criticism.
At Mercer University, the
• Baptist school named ninth
most active party campus
by Playboy last month,
. officials said they'd, "hope
(photographers) don't come
down here."
•

- Drug Guru, Timothy
Leary has found new
debating partners. Leary
• who dropped out of a career
as a Harvard professor in
the sixties to tout the mind-

expanding virtues of LSD,
last toured campuses in
1982-84 debating Watergate
felon Gordon G. Liddy.
ow he's got new
partners.
Last week he "debated"
former Drug Enforcement
Administration Chief Peter
Besinger at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill. He said the 'War on
Drugs" is a "totally
hypocritical campaign to
save lives" because "the real
killers are handguns.''
On ,March 10, Leary will
visit the University of
Washington to lecture with
gonzo journalist Hunter
Thompson and Yippie Abbie

Hoffman. The three will
lecture on "activism."
- Police at Concordia
Teachers
College
in
ebraska have arrested a
student trying to steal milk
crates, apparently for use as
bookshelves in his room.
Shocked CTC officials
dropped the charges and
declared amnesty for the
crate felons who tw·ned in
their contraband, hoping, as
one of the teachers put it, to
remind students ''of the
seventh commandment."
The amnesty last week
garnered 143 stolen crates,
or more than one for every
ten students enrolled at the

Lutheran campus.
- Hoping to replace the
worn, mothbitten costumes
of the campus mascots, OSU
last week announced a
campaign to raise 5,000
dollars new ones.
Acknowledging the natty
appearance of the mascot of
rival University of Oregon,
administrator Anne-Marie
Fagnon noted, "we don't
want Benny to be outdone/
by a duck.'
- Lehigh University's
faculty, has voted not to
accept a proposal to
nickname the school's teams
"The Packer's," which have

GAME
FROM PAGE 3

-

community."
Goldrick said he informed
"individuals" at Clark-Teagle
of the ban, and the
individuals had promised to
refund to Notre Dame
students any registration fees
they received.
J. Loyd Suttle, Yale's dean
of student affairs, couldn't
contact the company either.
But Yale didn't ban the game
or the contest.
"It's not clear to me how we
would ban it," Shuttle said.

.

~ ·

A Public Service Message

"'I" ~

U.S.

Departme~t

~~ ~.... of Transportation

been known unofficially as
'The Engineer's" for year .
A student-facul steering
committee proposed the new
name
saying,
The
Engineer· s does not
de ignate the true nature of
the campus anymore than
The Accountants."
Art Prof. Richard Redd,
however, thought Packers
was "unimaginitive and
dull.'
- An anonymous donor
gave Davis and Welkins
College $100,000 to buy a
100,000-volume
book
collection, but spokeswoman
Nedra Bloom said, "we
don't have the room,' to
house it all.
"We cant control the private
lives of our students.'
A number of schools have
tried to keep the game off
their campuses during the
years, citing dangers from
darts and even real bullets.
At Cal-State - Long Beach
several years ago, for
example, a police officer shot
an Assassin-playing student
whom he mistook for an
armed criminal crouching
between campus buildings.
A University of Tampa
student broke a collar bone
and another injured an ankle
while playing the game in
1984.
.

Thanks to you .. .
it works .. .
forALLOFUS

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available
United Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

I

~

I
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COMPETIT ON
FROM PAGE 1

attended two international
meets. Under ACM rules,
they are iI eligible to compete
in any more internationa
competitions for UCF.
Baugh said, ''They worked
real well as a team." He
added that each team member
had certain areas of strength
that contributed to the
team's overall success. The
squad practiced over 60 hours
for the event.
For their efforts, the team
won an Apple computer and
$800 dollars for the computer
science department.
According to Baugh,
tryouts are conducted for the
computer team. All students,
including graduate students
and those working on
doctorates, are eligible to
compete.
Although Van Brackle is no
longer
eligible
for
competition, he'll still be in
touch with the program. He,

along with two other team
members, will be coaching
next year's squad.
Fame has come slowly to
the team members. Van
Brackle, who is working on
his masters degree, said that
the only day he was at school
since the contest was for a
luncheon with various
University officials, including
Dr. Mukherjee of the
computer science department
and Gene McDowell, UCF's
director of athletics.
Geist, however, has had
some exposure. 'I was
walking around campus
Friday and a couple of people
came over and congratulated
me that I didn't know," he
said.
As for the future of the
UCF computer programming
team, Van Brackle feels that
national recognition will take
time. ''It will be a gradual
process,'' Van Brackle said.
He added that many noted
computer scientists were at
the competition. "They saw
us finish second, that can't
hurt." he said.

A telephone number, that is. 'Cause ifyou're at work when
the children come home from school, they
should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so will you.
For more information
write me, McG:ruff tb.e
Crime Dog. (That's my mug
on the right. Handsome,•
huh?) Crime Prevention
0 1981 TheAdvertlslngCowicll, Inc.
Coa.lition, Dept. A,
A message from tile
Crime Prevention Coalltlon.
Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
tills publlcatton e.nd The Ad Cowicu~
20850.
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Slides from th samero
Kodak MP film ... Ea trnan Kodak's profe ional color motion picture (MP) film adapt d for till
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWork . With micro-fine grain and rich color ·aturari n, its
quality meets the exacting standard of Hollywood filmmaker. And with wide exposure l titude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture special effects.
EX:perience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. If you're shooting in tungsten lighting, we'll color correct for this at no charge. And enjoy the
option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
It's economical, too. For example, we'll proce s your film, end you mounted slide , ne.gative and a
new roll offilm- all for the incredibly low price of$4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
convenient mail order service .. . plus substantial savings.
Try our introductory offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send this to you. But we're
confident that once you 1ve tried the film, you '11 become a regular customer. Why nor ee what this
quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!

"there has long been the dream ofonefilm that could produce everything. ...
.Such a.film is here now in theform o/5247 .. . "-MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

-----------------------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
2181
1)

D Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film- Kodak .

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

524 7® (200 ASA). Enclosed is $2.00.
I'd like to be able to get color prints or
slides (or both) from the same roll and
experience the remarkable versatility of
this professional quality film.

CITY

STATE

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Avenue West, P. 0. Box C-34056
Seattle, WA 98124
Limit of 2 rolls per customer.
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19TH STUDENT SENATE REPORT
FEBRUARY

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE:
BILLS:
19-02 Funding Stickers for library Supplies Provided by SG: This Bill allocates $188.68 to
purchase identification stickers for rulers, staplers, and scissors to be placed in
the Library (Assigned to OAF)
19-34 Funding for Foreign Language International Festival: This Bill allocates $792.96
to HASA for a festival to be held on campus (Assigned to OAF)
MEASURES ON SECOND READING:
BILLS:
19-33 Directing the Student Body Pre.sident to Arrange for a Campus Survey of Sexual
Harassment: This Bill instructs Pres. Smith to arrange for a scientifically accurate
survey of faculty sexual harassment against students (Field. Tabled for one
week).
RESOLUTIONS:
19-19 Impounding Bicycles Parked Along Handicap Rails: This Resolution states that
future ordinances regarding bicycle parking include wording which would
allow for illegally parked bicycles to be impounded, with a recovery of no
more than $10.00 (Bolt. Tabled for one week)
THE SENATE VOTED ON:
BILLS:
19-31 Allocating Funds to the UCF NSA for a Notional Convention: This Bill allocates
$944.50 to the UCF Nursing Student Association to send 4 delegates to a national convention (Saul, 22-Y)
RESOLUTIONS:
19-18 Challening THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE to a softball Game: This Resolution
challenges THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE "Warthogs" to a softball game against
the ,udent Government "Dieties" (Pellerin /Cline/Wolf. 22-Y)
19-20 Creating an Ad Hoc Committee for the Implementation of College Week: This
Resolution establishes an Ad Hoc committee to implement an academic- and
spirit-oriented college week for UCF and prospective students (Cline, 23-Y)

SE

"'coco~~~s

19, 1987

ARTS 8r SCIENCES
August Field
Kim DeVogel
Mark Hayes
Bob Truett'
Samuel Coniglio
Monica Endsley
Melissa Pellerin
Scott Jenkins
OPEN SEAT
Tabatha Burn
Mark Jackson
BUSINESS
Mario Ponce
OPEN SEAT
Jeff King
John White
Ken Barr
Patrick Kelly
OPEN SEAT
Meade Parks
David Thollander
EDUCATIO
Daniel Shepard
Susan Schmid
Pro Tern Ross Wolf
John Rhodes
Candace Cline
ENGINEERING
Bryan Martinez
Cindy Deal
Chris Carter
Tony Wendrzyk
Keith White
Brian Thomas

CONFIRMATIONS:
The Senate confirmed the following people to Studnet Government positions:
Kelly
Howard:
Election
Commission
15-Y, 3-N, 2-PR

SENATE MEETINGS
Students are invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to express
any ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Thursdays at 3:00 in the Tropical
Oasis.
STUDENTS
If you have any comments, questions or concerns about the
Senate Report, or any legislation,
please contact lJ Mandato at
x2191 or in SC 151.

COMMlnEES review and amend al Legislation before it is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The

C&O

UR
SP
EA

Or
izations, Appropriations and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any
legislation requesting tundi
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a c lub receives funds for Office Suplies Advertising or
Conference Regis ratio
Tuesdays at 5:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Legislative Judicial and Rules: Th commttee reviews egislation to change e Constitution, Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Wednesdays at 4:00 pm in the Student Activities Center
Services and PubHcity:
com · ee re e s a ll non-funding legislation wh·c dela wit Student Govern en Serces and Pub 1c i
Mondays at 4:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
Eleefions and Appointments:
s co m ee reviews a S den Gove
e Appd menfs, a nd makes recommendo ons fo c a ges o he Bee ·on Statu es
Tuesdays at 6:00 pm in the Senate Work Room
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HEALTH
William Bolt
Jeannie Saul
LIBERAL STUDIES
Megan O'Neill
AT·LARGE
Roy Reid
BREVARD
OPEN SEAT
DAYTO A
OPE SEAT
SOUTH ORLA DO
OPE SEAT

folio ·ng are descriptions of, and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF

ZlP _ _ _ _

Kodak 5247 is a registered trademark of the Eastman Kodak Company.

16TH SESSION
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That's right kids. Student
Government provides you with the

•

free use of typewriters so you can
drum up great looking homework.
Typewriters are located in the
Student Government Offices and are
open from 9 a.m.-11 p.m. M-R, 9 a.m.·
9 p.m. F, and 5 p.m. -11 p.m. Sunday.
March right down and take
advantage
of
your
Student
Government Services.
\

Thank yo for giving.
Thank you for caring.
Thank you for becoming united.

u

ltedway

THA KS TO YOU IT WORKS
FOR ALL OF US.

I
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Unless you help.
Join the fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free
1-800-228-8813.

I

Volunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need
is a degree of caring.

Student Governinent . . .

You Can't Beat Us. : ·
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Opinim1~·~~~~~~~~
Consequences
make choices
much easier

CcNDoMs
CNfV
Jvsr
'f(vttJ

The recent conflict over birth-control ads
appearing in the media has sparked an interesting

~

tiP.hRtP..

One group promotes placing the birth control
ads on television. This groµp feels that preventive
devices like condoms are the way towards safer
intercourse and the prevention of various sexuallytransmitted diseases. They feel the sooner the
public is aware of such prevention, the better off it
will be.
A second group is fighting the promotion of
birth control advertisements on television, saying
that the ads promote sexual promiscuity, not
safety. These people feel that the abundance of
sexual diseases results from promiscuous sex,
fostered in part by network programming, .
especially "steamy" nighttime soaps. This group
believes that birth control advertisements would
only contribute to more sexual activity.
So who is right and who is wrong?
Well, it's not that easy to tell. There is no real
right and wrong, but rather different sides to the
same isime. Both sides have valid points. Diseases
are prevented to some extent by the use of
prophylactics. And at the same time, more people
may engage in sex after seeing television
advertising for prophylactics.
Yet statistics say that the first argument may be
the best. A recent study on AIDS victims showed
that 30,000 people have been afflicted with the
AIDS virus since 1981 - among them, a growing
number of heterosex·uals. Additionally, scientists
say 250,000 more people are expected to contract
the disease within the next five years.
The important part is, there is no cure for AIDS.
Once a person contracts it, the body's immune
system is supressed. He or she becomes vulnerable
to numerous other infections, one of which will
eventually result in death.
Yet in a study conducted by the University of
Miami on 28 AIDS patients, it was found that 16
partners of AIDS patients .had sex with the
afflicted individual without using a prophylactic
device.
FACT: 13 of those 16 people contracted AIDS.
With the devastating sexual diseases afloat in
today's society, it's obvious that protection is
needed. And at the same time, isn't it obvious,
through television ads or other means, that the
need for protection should be transmitted to the
general public?
Advertisements for condoms have already
appeared on local television stations in San
Francisco area and the ads have been tasteful for
the most part. In fact, some of the print ads in
publications such as The Sporting News have been
downright clever.
It is obvious that, if the facts for the two sides
were placed on a scale, the pros would outweigh
the cons. At the risk of increasing sexual activity,
broadcasting condom ads would be beneficial
towards cutting down some .of mankind's most
deadly diseases.
Prevention, in this case, is the best medicine.
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Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Copy Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Bu iness Manager
Advertising Manage
Production Manager
Ad Production Manager
Classified Ad Mana er
Subscriptions Manager

Don Wittekind
Chris Richcreek
Lauren McFaul
Steve PustelnykKathy Johnson
Donna Calloway
Theresa Altomare
Paul Stephenson
Shellie Snyder
Todd Lutz
Jim Donato
Mike McCollister
ynne Goodwin
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Ethics? It's all Greek to this student
All right, whoever you are, I've had about
enough of of this.
For the rest of you who don't know what I'm
talking about, think back a few weeks when all .of
the fraternities' rush signs were vandalized. You'll
remember that The Central Florida Future ran an
-editorial criticizing such actions.
What you don't know is that the person who attacked the signs wrote a letter to the newspaper explaining why she (I at least know her sex) had done
it. Admittedly, the letter made some good points.
However, you the public never got to see the letter for reasons this person calls censorship. Wrong.
If she had read the "letters" policy located under
our staff box, she would have ~nown that h~r lette~
was do011:1ed. Letters must mclude the ?uthor s
name, ma3or and phone number. No except10ns are
made on that rule.
Because s~e had destroy~d the property of
others, our friend could not give her name.
So now I get another letter that not only accuses
me of being Mr. Deceptive, but goes on to threaten
my fraternity and myself.
Give me a break! Consider your actions. If you
had written the letter first, you could have signed
your name and requested it to be withheld. This
way you could have made your grievance known.

• More shuttle talk
Editor,
I normally do~'t get fired up
enough to write in to the editorial
page, but this time I'm·making an
exception. I refer to the article
written last month titled "Shuttle leaves her speechless." To me,
the real tragedy of the Challenger
accident was not the crew. They
felt what could be gained from
space was well worth the risk
they took. I give all the other
astronauts all the credit in the
world for that. The real tragedy is
that the tired old rhetoric of
"Why do we spend money on
space when we have problems
here? · gets dragged up again for
all to hear. It truly incenses me
that so many people feel the solution to America's problems is to
take the $8 billion (a drop in the
bucket of the country's budget)
and pump it into welfare and
social programs.
The first thing people forget is
that the space program provides
jobs for tens of thousands in
almost every state in America,
thus keeping those people off the

yes, we dooccasionalJywithhold names, but not to
protect actions such as destroying property.
This whole thing is stupid! you made good
points in your letter. Why didn't you let your words
speak for you intelligently rather than attacking in
a way that only lowers you to the level of, as I said,
the ignorant animal.
.
If the Greek system is bad and horrible and hurts
. other people, does that give you the right to do the
same? Even if your points are valid, they are
nullified when you throw away your ideals and
resort to what is amounting to terrorist tactics.
I have:> your letter. All you have to do to get it
printed is supply me with your name, major and
phone number. I will call t.n rheck the informati0n,
and no, I will not ·withhold
That's how it goes. You J:i.C1ve not been so harmed
that you have been put above the law. If you are
willing to go by the rules, fine, we'll get your letter
printed. Otherwise, do me a favor and get off my
backr Oh yeah, nighty night.

welfare roles. The states that
don't get a piece of the action
usually spawn the congressmen
who most violently attack the
space program, such as Mondale
and Proxmire. People also forget
the space program gives them
something for their money. Com·
munication and weather
satellite& are good examples.
High purity medicines that are
difficult to make on Earth can be
made easily and in quantity in the
weightlessness of space. Probably
the least tangible benefit of space
exploration is the satisfying of
man's basic need to seek out and
explore things not of this world.
So you want to take that $8
billion an cure all our ills? Yeah,
right. Take a good look at how
much we spend each year on
social aid and welfare, not to mention subsidies and other "nonproductive' ' i terns and tell me
that $8 billion is going to take
care of it. Tot likely.
Before anyone jumps up and
labels me a cold, heartless
sociopath, I must make one stat.ement. I am not opposed to pro-

viding · assistance to those less
fortunate. I believe poverty,
racism and illiteracy (just to
name a few) are serious problems.
But money alone is not going to
cure them, folks! It is important
to realize thR WP live in a REAL
world, and that means limited
resources. It is up to us to allocate
those the hrqt we can. The space
prograrr and all its spinoffs may
not solve ail our problems either,
but it's got to work better than
the short-term infusions of cash,
which over the decades left us no
better off than before.
It is my fondest desire that
enough people in America have
the brains to support the continuing effort of the space program an
keep our dream alive. There could
noL be a more fitting tribute to
the seven members of challenger
than this. It would also be ap·
propriate for astronauts Grissom,
White an Chaffee, the three who
died in the Apollo fire 20 years
ago that few seem to remember.
Jay C. Michael
Business Administration
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1 Makes lace
5 Choose
8 Turkish flag
12 Region
13 Fish eggs
14 Festive
15 Flying creature
16 Direct at goal
17 Expel
18 Heelless shoe
20 Excessively
modest women
22 Roman 51
23 Flesh
24 Venetian ruler
27 Concluding
31 Possess
32 Grips with the
teeth
33 Period of time
34 Joined together
again
36 Conduct
37 Emmets
38 Greek letter

39 Mock
42 Washed
46 On the ocean
47 Regret
49 Carry
50 Foray
51 Sched. abbr.
52 Solitary
53 Large casks
54 Lair
55 Kind of cheese

DOWN
1 Flaps
2 Solo
3 Gull-like bird
4 Seat on horse
5 Spoken
6 Edible rootstock
7 Mollified
8 Rodent of
guineapig famfly
9 Praise
10 Otherwise
11 Small rugs
19 Three-toed
sloth

21 Male sheep: pl.
23 Apportions
24 Click beetle
25 Be in debt
26 African antelope
27 Snickered
28 Born
29 Macaw
30 Young boy
32 Tie
35 Sea nymphs
36 Small
38 Parent: colloq .
39 Arrow
40 Brother of
Jacob
41 Check
42 Legume
43 Cowl
44 Sicilian volcano
45 Judge
48 Southwestern
Indian
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by Michael Fry
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.profile, can function as a highpowered microscope focused on
your lifestyle.
PRESENTED BY THE
UCf STUDENT HEALTH
& WEUNESS CENTER

Dr. Langdon, director of
Health Services, has approved
making the CHAMP health risk
appraisal a part of each student's
initial contact at the Student
WHO SAVS YOU CAN'T
Health Center. Filling out this
GET SOMETHIN' FOR
form not only gives the medical
NOTHIN'? .
staff a clearer picture of your
overall health, it can also help
We are offering our Quit Smokyou make the changes necessary
ing
Clinics and our Weight Confor taking charge of your health ·
and assuming a new POSITIVE trol Program (S.T.A.R.R.S.) to all
TO LIVING.
students Free of charge ... call us
today!
You are then encouraged to
sign up for the physiologic profile part of CHAMP at the
Health Resource Center
(281-5841) to complete the
assessment. This measures
dimensions such as strength,
Mr. Gergely is currently coorflexibility, aerobic capacity, and
dinator of Phys Ed at UCF. He has
body composition.

281-5841

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH ASSESSMENT
AND
·
MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Life is a journey, not a destination. To grow and change in a
positive way is the most exciting
sign of life we can experience!
Earl · recognition of the often
subtle pain in our lives can provid us with the insight to
change behaviors habits, and
other health risks before they
result in one of the current
epidemi~ lifestyle diseases such
as heart attack or cancer.
The CHAMP a simple health
risk appraisal and physiologic

.

OT
S.W.A.T.
H· TOPICS

Sometl.mes it only takes a
small thing to trigger a major
change in your life. This could be
the one for you .

competed twice in the Iron man competition. Come hear him speak about
strength training 3:00 Tuesday in the
SAC (Wild Pizza).

by DARIN BROWN

GREEK CORNER
Delta Gamma
Tonight the1e's a 88 game ago nst DOD.
Come to cheer Of ploy. Cupid's crush was
awesome! PledQes we love you. Get psyched for Sigma Chi defby·week
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Hope everyone hod fun al the boxei short
party. Genesis Concert Sal all those wOJklng
meet at fhe house early Don't worry Spring
Break Is almost here But let's keep studying.
Phi Della Theta
Car wash Sal. Feb. 28 Discount Auto Parts on
436 and Alomal Be fherell Congrotulotlons
lo Florido Alpha on o Job well done In
Slugfesl 8711111 Meetings Sundays al 8pm In
SC217111

Male non-smoker. neat roommate wonted
to shore new 3 bdrm 1 bo furnished house.

Honda lnteiceptor 500. 1985
S1900 firm or T.OP. 281-0017

Woshet 'dlyer, microwave, garage Own
room and both 5 m es to UCF 5300 mo oil
bllis paid Rick JOS..5393

Euphocjun. Like new Silver Model Yep
3215 Best olfet 281-0017

Female, non-smoker lo shore room-Fox Hun!
Lanes, Fully Furnished. one ITllle from UC:F.
SI 651month security, share utllllles
351·5656 otter 6
Roommate wonted tor new duplex 5 miles
from UCFlll Great locollon privacy
guaranteed. Musi oo non-smoker dependable and clean.
s2001monrh & y, utn. Deposit ls negollable.
Coll Shella at 657-5337.
Rmmt ror 3 bdrm 2 bth apl 145 month
utilities call 677·7653

~

College Democrats
Membership Is open to oil students.
Meetings ore held every Tue. In Student
Center Room 217 at 6pm Need more Info.
Please leave message on answer machine
by calling 275-4394.
Omicron Delta Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to all
sludenls with on interest In Economics. For
more Information coll Rob Alexander at the
Economics Deportment 275-2465

BS Toyota Corolla many extras asking
S8,000 call at 658-7648

UCF Surl Club
Don't miss our article lnThurlssuel Meetings
every Wednesday If you want to know more.
Join one of the best clubs on campus/best
teams on the beach.

1970 Ford Torino -Fairlone. p /b. p /s,
auto/Irons, runs gOod, S600.00 or best offer. Call 277-3835.

UCF Alkldo Club
.Japoneese fine art self defense coordination mental and physical training. Classes
Mon Wen Fri 7-9pm Sat 9-llam Sun l-3pm
mullipurpose room Educational Bldg.
Pl Sigma Epsilon
Thanks to oil members who helped with our
Service project for Cystic Fibrosis I I
Remember -Jersey Day is tomorrowll

1982 Pontiac J-2000 Excellent cond.
S2500.00 coll 699-5772

Female to share lg 2 bedrm Suntree apt,
m/bedroom, own bath, wash/dryer, pool,
tennis, racball, club hse 240/mo, X utilities,
call 27 3.9434

Wolerbed Queen size mattress for sale 525
671-7293

Dove a reN car every ear oulo.leOSlng
goes mutN-le • No cted1t check Errol
275-8691 E es. TUI 12

FAST TV'PING SERVICE
Quick Proresslonot Services. All
or
prepared on commerclor ord proc OfS
tor error free nealness. we u e IBM EQuiPment teller quality prtnler not dOt-molrbc.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Same day,
weekend and o emlght service 011allo le
Over 14,500 satisfied students. Call
671-3007

rrnonctal old tor college is available RESULTS
GUARANTEED! Coll 1-800-USA-1211 ext
0627

Hetp earn 51000 weekly, stuffing
envelopes at home. Start lmmedlately wrtte:
Hamilton Molters. 547 Lake Howell Rood.
Suite 128, Winter Pork, Florida 32792

ABORTION SERVICES. birth control inlormollon, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low cost, confidential services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Serious student needs tutor for numerical
calculus. It Interested please coll 281-4597.

Student Loons lo $7500 273-3263. All ages.
No credit. Insured pion.

Retail Soles - Recreollonol Factory
Warehouse. the South's largest speciality
retailer ol swimming pools, spas, and
related products Is now tilling lull and part
time sales positions for our Orlando store.
No prior experience necessary, Idol for
students. Flexible hours ovallable. days,
nights, and weekends. Average pay 55.00
lo Sl0.00 per hour. can Mr. Mortin at
291-1603.

Car Repair Specro1 discount for
Students and staff.
Coll Sam: 767-2974

Cashier - Experience preferred, 10 key
calculator & typing helpful. Evenings and
weekends. 54.00 per hour Call Kam
McBrlen 291-1604 at Recreational Factory
Warehouse.
Now hiring full and/or part lime wail staff
and host staff. Apply in person 2-4pm MonThurs or call for appointment. Bennlgans
6324
International
Drive
(by
Wet-N-Wlld)
351-4435

GOVERNMENT HOMES from 51 (U repair).
Dellquenl tax property. Repossessions. Coll
1-805-687-6000 ext. GH.4628 for current
repo list.
Furniture for sale sofa & chair tan plaid S75
sofa rust print SSO recliner tan S30 wooden
coffee & end table $20 tv table 510 glass
tables 2 end 1 coffee S40 call Janet
679-7374

Portable dishwasher; Mlcheiob beer keg
dispenser; script writing typewrller: metal
detector: refrigerator: call tor details.
365-7292
BIKE 12 speed Zebrokenko exc. end. reliable
trans. sacrifice SlOO coll nlles 645-2757

•

Excellent typlngfword processing. Editing.
Theses. 27 3-7591 .
PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF ComPUS •
All types ot student documents Same day
service available. IBM letter qualtty wOld
processing
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

UCF

want your house looking spiffy?
We can do 11 In o Jitfyl
Coll 281-4597 or 365-9517

**

*

COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING *
Student Papers, Resumes, spread sheets. Ur
quality print. Free revisions. l 0% studenl dlS·
count. 658-1481
Typing - Don't socrlnce the personol louchl
21 yrs experience. Perfection my specialty
thesis expert coll Susie 273-2300 days
647-4451 eves

Word Processing - typing - editing same
day & weekend service p ick up & dellver,1859-6658
TYPING - 25 years experience. Theses,
manuscripts, papers, etc. Experience In
math equations. 50¢ per page double
space. Vicinity East Colonial and Alafoyo
Trail. Call 658-2067.

Championship womens softball team In
Titusville looking for experienced boll
players call 269-3799

Students needed to c;leon homes. Hours to
79 Flreblrd gold. New paint a /c p/s t/s p/b
auto am/fm/cass. Mint mechanical and
physical cond. Desperate tor cash will trade
for cash ditf. Pm's and weekends call
851-2325 2500 O.B.O.

1976 Toyota Calico - New tires, runs well, little rust $500 677-7023 6pm
•
Female to share two bedroom 2~ bath condo 5200 plus ~ electric 273-6221 or
422-6538

I se I

flt schedule. Coll 699-1636.
I need a Distributor. Quick start USA 87.
Make more money than you every thought
possible. Be a Manager In 30 days. A
Swedish Wellness and Health Products company. A 30 year old company with 5 billion
dollars behind It that guarantees ther products, or your money back. Write Thomas
Guthary, 3946 Cleveland Ave., Fort Myers,
Florida 33901, for a ground level opportunity for a great future and more intormotion. A
multi level Marketing company, Cemltin
America, Inc. Introduced by olympic winning Canada Cheesborough, Ed Jones, Innocent Equonike, Rea Slalmon, Thomas Jettersen. Rea Brown, Coach Belo Karolyn,
Julianne McNamara, and in 84 Mary Lou
Reitan, also Bill Walton, Archie Grltfilh, Bob
McAdo, Lary Pacifico, Curley Nell, and me,
Health Wealth, happiness and lntegtity.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight attendants,
agents. mechanics, customer service.
Salaries lo S50k. Entry level positions. Cail
1-805-687-6000 Ext. A-4628 tor current
listings.

SUMMER IN EUROPE S279
Lowest scheduled fares to oil of Europe from
Orlando. Call l (800) 325·2222.

TYPING SERVICES
Thesis, reports, forms, letters, statistical
(Edited) - all phases of typing. $2.00 per
page & up. Call Beverly Sparks at 629-2046.

$100 REWARD
Navy Orlando Federal Credit Union Is ottering a SlOO REWARD for any Information
leading to the recovery ot our ANCHOR sigh
taken from the UNIVERSITY CENTER BUILDING.
It you know anything about the
whereabouts ot this sign, PLEASE CAU
644-1 JOO ext. 67. Thank youl

NEED ANYTHING TYPED? Call Jean al
628-2608. $1.40/pg.

·- ---·----------

TYPING SERVICE: All work prepared on IBM
compatible PC, letter quality printer, disk
storage for revisions, WordPerfect software.
Resumes , general papers, legal documents,
etc.
CALL FRAN n4·9026

- - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - -

There ore times when you really need someone, my time Is now and I really need
youl .
CD

Typing Word Processing.
Term papers Sl .25 per page. Call after 3:00
P.M. 767-0589

5,

Executive Word Processing Services
Term papers, theses, resumes, manuscripts.
15 yrs experience. Pick-up/delivery service
available. Academic needs met by prates·
slonal typist. 15% student discount 24 hours
message center 277-0329

Thanks for being everything I could ever ask
for. I'll always love you.

c
Lila's an-lich, then you scratch II.

Classifieds are great and we're not lion.
..

Call Mike at 275·2601

•
•

...

THE HAIR SHOP

Libraries

If!_ Precision Style Cut $9.00
",~

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn·Dixle Center)
. ._ UNION PARK

.WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

Dally 9-5 & Thurs. 'Ill 8

The CLAST... ·
will you pass? ·
Get help with

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics
This book includes instruction and sample questions

c,. ..........

··-·*'·

created using t e state CLAST specifications.
Its only $8-.95, ask for it at your bookstore.

Uw ,

H _Publlshing

-HCompany

2165 Sunnydale Blvd, Suite N
Clearwater, Fl 33575

USER FRIENDLY

.

•
When you need copies quickly and
hassle-free see us at Kinko's. Our elfervice copiers are very easy to u e and
give you the great quality inexpen ive
copie you expect.

.,
•

•

creat copies. creat people.

127 West Fairbanks
(across from Bailey's>
.enty of off-street "ghtea

(305) 628·5255
M-F 7 o .m.-9 p .m.

g

Sat 9 a .m-6 p.m.

Sun_ 12 oon-9 p.m.

,,

I
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surge sinks Ladies

by C ad alinas

es

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

•

•

ura s

The Lady Knights (3-22, 1-9
in
ew South action)
basketball team challenged
conference-leading Georgia
Southern on Friday night, but
lost a hard-fought 89-73
game.
UCF came out fired up at
the beginning of the game. Or
at least, Julie Cardinale did.
Cardinale scored the Lady
Knights first 10 points of the
evening, hitting two threepoint field goals and two
driving lay-ups.
After exchanging baskets
for r;everal minutes, UCF
went on a small spurt that
gave them an eight point lead
with approximately nine
minutes left in the half.
Leading the way was
Cardinale, who connected on
two more three-pointers, and
Loretta Pate, who hit short
jumpers from the right side.
However, late in the half
the Lady Eagles put their
Rob Peery/Central Florida Future
own run together, and went
The ladies team wrapped up their season with a loss
into the locker room with a
to Georgia Southern, 89-73.
44-43 lead.
Cardinale ended the half hot hand, while UCF seemed man-to-man defense. It did
with 23 points, going 4-5 from like they did not want-to play not really work, though, as
beyond 20-feet, while Pate the second half.
they were outscored 21-20 to
added 10 points and four
GSC started the second end the game.
rebounds.
period with a 24-10 run, which
Cardinale finished the game
GSC ·was led by Phylette put the score at 68-53 and the with 31 points, four rebounds
Blake's 19 points and eight game out of reach. Blake did and four assists. Included in
rebounds.
most of the damage inside as the total is 12 points from
Both teams shot 50 percent she scored 12 second-half three-point land.
from the field.
Pate ended up with 20
points.
At the six-minute mark, the points, six rebounds and a
The Lady Eagles came out
of the locker room with the ·Lady Knight~ went into a team-~gh nine assists.

10:30

6:30
ATO vs. SX I
Shooters vs. Gades

PKA I vs. TKE I
PBS vs. TKE II

7:30
DDD vs. DG
B ddy vs. Raiders
8:30

KO vs. ADP

5:00

PKA II vs. LXA II

ADP

9:30
Sig Ep vs. LXA I
Sho-Nuff vs. Misfits

Semi-final
u ill
b
Wedne ·da 1 at 4:00 and 5:00.
Nnal · for all l agu will b
held at 5:00 Thursda_ 1.

SWING
FROM PAGE 16

and opted not to participate
during the two-year dry spell.
Leading the Knights in the
number one spot is junior Jeff
Davis. Davis is 2-1, his only
loss, 7-5, 6-4, being to Rollins'
Pat Emm.on. Emmon is ranked third in the nation in Division II. Davis combines with
Tom Cail to make up the

vs. XA LS

number one doubles team.
They 1 along with the number
two team of Paul Marshall
and
Pat Curry,
are
undefeated.
Marshall covers the number
two spot, and is 2-0, while Cail
is 2-1 at number three. Curry,
Jose Perez and David Kohen
occupy numbers four, five,
and six respectively. The
Knights host three home matches this week; Wednesday
and Friday at 2:00 and Saturday at 10:00 a.m.

HOOPS

Division I. In the 1984-85
season, the Knights finished
FROM PAGE 16
10-18 under Coach Chuck
Machock.
With their victory, the
The Knights still have three
Knights tied their mark for games left on this year's
most wins in a season in schedule.

.,
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~SHOP AND~
~

~

~SAVE FOR~
~

SPRI

C

:

11111111111111111

SPRING SEMESTER Regular Hours
Monday & Tuesday: 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM
Wednesday - Friday: 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM ·

•

,
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Serving The UCF Community
• Savings Accounts

• New and Used Vehicle Loans

• Checking Accounts

• Automatic Teller Network

• Daily Interest on
Che.eking & Savings

• Mastercard

the UCF
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore}

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU

275-2855

r-----_--

----· ----Sk_i_V~r-m-o~-t----1

..

"

I

March14-21
PACKAGE lncl·udes:
II

I
I
I

5 Nights in Condos
4Full Days of Skiing
Ski Equipment
Lift Passes
Nightly Parties
Transportation

:

1
1

1
1

Departure from UCF is at 1pm on Saturday the 14, AFTER the

CLASTTEST.
Don't Wait til the Last Minutel!
Only 250 LUCKY People Get to GOii!
For

370

S

· S100 Deposit Due By 1/30
Final Payment By 2/25

ore nformo ion Co 275-2611 or Come To

l_ ______________h_e_s~~e_n_t_ce_~~--a-·n_D~~----

-----
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ou d you like to
earn 1,000
a week?
So would we.
But in the meantime you
can work for the The
Central Florida Future!!

Yes, the world of athletics is a
wide one, and we have openings for
talented, hardworking sports
reporters. You could cover one of
UCF's sports, intramurals or any
other of the many aspects of the sporting world. We can't offer a lot of
money, but clips are worth much
more to the inexperinced student.

Donna Calloway/Central Florldo Future

Walking on air
Bryant Woodford flies through the lane and lays up two. The
men's team captured their tenth season victory against FIT.

Just stop by the Central Florida Future Editorial office and ask for
Kathy.

••

DAWGS
FROM PAGE 15

Don't Rent!

Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus on Alafaya Trail
Become Your Own Landlord
Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
rommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome 'for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

$340 /JP~I*

~:es

/l ~led
4

No Closing Costs.

ceilings
.
Open, Spacious plan
Large master bedroom suite
caele TV available
Sparkling skylights
Charming loft
Furnished kitchen

Purchase Price
Includes:
0 Refrigerator

Furnished model ~pen daily
Mon.-Sat. lOAM 6PM.
un.12noon-6PM.

*

l:iL: . -. -~..

~
..--

--

_,,;.- _ --- ~ -::~ - ~y1~ ·
.tefJil
~
_._..

Fox Hunt Lanes

0 Washer and Dryer
o Blind~
DPaddleFano

Sale price $53,900. $2,700 down. $51,200 mortgage, 7% AR.M., plus or minus 2% Annual Cap, Lifetime Cap 13%
Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. AP.R. 8% or Low Fixed Rotes.

Again, however, Georgia
grabbed
the
lead.
Centerfieider Steve Carter
singled to start the top of the
seventh. He advanced to
second on an error by John
Motsinger, and third on a
wild pitch by reliever
Brandon Turner. Designated
Hitter Derek Lilliquist
followed with a single to drive
in Carter for an 8-7 lead.
After an out to start the
bottom of the seventh, three
consecutive singles by Scott
Underwood, Jim Walters, and
Odie Koehnke loaded the
bases for UCF. Paul Pederson
hit a sacrifice fly to drive in
pinch-runner Jim Crone to tie
the game at 8-8. John
Motsinger then followed with
a single to drive in pinchrunner Brian Riggin for a 9-8
lead.
Turner ran into trouble in
the the top of the ninth by
giving up a pair of singles,
but recordered the final two
outs via a strikeout and a
popup to give UCF the
victory. It was just another
day at the ballpark for the
Knights, who came from
behind to win their eighth
game of the season. Their
knack for the 11th hour rally
has become a trademark in
this young season.
It is a trademark that the
NCAA should find rather
appealing come tournament
time.

,,.,
ouro•
,•••...
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A public service of 1h1s newspaper and the Oepar1men1
011he Treasury s F nanc1al Management Service
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BUDWEISER •KING OF BEERS •ANHEUSER-BUSCH . INC .•ST LOUIS

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. Rep. Nanci Rothberg, 281-_1777
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'S TIRE SERVICE

The dreary, overcast sky
blanketed the UCF Baseball
Complex t he entire weekend .
The usually bright, orange
clay that covers the infield
was nothing more than thick,
lumpy sand. Hopes were high,
but reality, like the miserable
weather, seemed to be setting

18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102
. East of AJo1oya Tr. 1 Ml. West ot Speedworld
USED n~s example:
13"
$12 to $20
14"
514 to S20
15"
515 to 520

l NEW TIRES example.
235/75615" S49.95
j 195/75814" S40.95
185/80013" S35.95
I

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

in.

•

NOW OPEN .,,,,,,..m~ H-UNIVERSITY PARK
PLAZA
.... m

..

679-2121
545 Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
32792
Any regular priced
ALBUM, CASSETTE,
IMPORT or CD
$7 .99 AND UP!

-----------------
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The outlook for baseball
was partly cloudy with a 90
percent chance of playing in
vain.
Miraculously, though, the
weather cooperated just
enough so that three games of
hardball were completed here
this weekend.
On Friday, the Knights
found themselves looking up
at a 5-0 Stetson lead, but
rallied for a combined 11 runs
in the third, fourth, and fifth
innings. Four more runs in
the eighth locked up the
victory, 15-6.
In Saturday's game against
Georgia, UCF watched as its
f011r-~~mP. winning streak

b

eB

died. Having come from
behind in all eYen of its
victories this eason, The
Knights could muster no late
inning heroics as preseason
All-American rehe •er Cri
Carpenter pitched a scoreless
game for Georgia over the
final four innings. Roger
Miller cracked a two-run
homer in a four-run third
innlng to provide the offense
in a 6-4 Bulldog victory.
Redemption for UCF cam~
the following day against the
same Georgia team. Trailing
5-1, entering the bottom of
the third inning, the_Knights
began to rally. After a
strikeout, Vince Zawaski
drew a base-on-balls, and
Outfielder Jose Soto followed
with a single. Third baseman
Bob Kiser then smashed a
three-run home run to bring
the Knights to within a run,
5-4.

Donna Collowoy/Cenhol Florido Future

The Bulldogs scored two
more runs in the top of the Brandon Turner winds up and
fourth, but UCF scored a run delivers another excellent
in each of the next three game for the Knights.
innings to forge a 7-7 tie.
SEE DAWGS PAGE 13

THE BEST OF ITALY
GROWS IN THE GARDEN•
~

•
Get Help Like Bob Welch Got.
Ca_ll The National Cour.icil ()r.1 Alcqh.olism In Your Are~

Favorite Italian Entrees.
Fresh-from-the-garden salad.

.

Half the world is
hungry for
.
your experience.

Freshly baked, soft, warm breadsticks.

A a Peace Corp volunteer, you could help people in developing
countries obtain the kills they need to grow their own food.
The Peace Corp trains v lunteers with agriculture degr e
r experience. Call toll-free 800424-8580. And put your
experience to work where it can do aw rld of good.

U.S. Peace CorP.s·

The toughest job you'll ever love.
A Public Service of This Newspaper & The Advertising Council

,----------------,
I Chop'n save. I
2For1

I

n: Sunda -Thursday
11 .m.- 0:30p.m.
Frid y & turday
11 .m.-11 p.m.

3675 E. Colonial Dr.
(Fashion Square Mall)
(305) 896-0498

1490 Hwy. 436
(Casselberry)
(305) 678-6577
310ParkAve. S.
(305) 644-0020

I
I
I
I
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Present this ad and you'll pay for only
when you order two
one. Each comes with
Sukiyaki Steak and ~~ appetizer; soup,
Chicken dinners ~\11tr~ salad, Japanese
at $ l5JO, or two ~~ vegetables and
Sukiya~i Steak ~~~ Green Tea.
~..~

and Shnmp

dinnersat$17.50,

Jl · )

I
I
I
I

Offer expires

Dec. JI, 1987.

SAMURAI
JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE

wt Colonul Drive, Or Call 896-9696

I
I
..
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New-look tennis team nets victories
by Kathy Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

One year ago, tennis coach Randy .ltomero
stepped into a virtually non-existent tennis
program in hope of recovering ghosts long
past.
Three years ago, UCF sported a nationallyranked team. Not only were the Knights
recognized team-wise, UCF's number one
player was among the top five in the country
in Division II.
Unfortunately, all good things must come
to an end. And, like other UCF sports, when
the athletic department made the switch to
Division I ball, the program was left in the

..

dust.
Hoping that history will repeat itself is not
enough for the UCF men's tennis team. Hard
work and dedication has played a major role
in UCF's 2-1 record.
During the past five months, the team has
been practicing daily. Romero recruited
heavily last spring for this year's team.
"With the freshman (we have) we will soon
be back on track and be top contenders in the
state,'' Romero said.
In fact, four of the starting six players are
freshmen. Not one player returns from last
year's winless season. The other two are
juniors who plaved on the team two years ago

SEE SWING PAGE 11

Matthew Kalus/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The men's tennis team walked away with their second win.

Men pounce on Panthers

This week in sports

by Chris Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR

Wed. ·M Tennis FIT A 2:00
Wed. Baseball Tampa A 2:00
Wed. Baseball USF A 7:00
Wed. M Basketball BCC 7:30
Fri. M Tennis Fl. Atlantic 2:00
Sat. M Tennis Broward C.C. 10:00
Sat. Baseball FIU 1:30
Sat. M Basketball FIU 7:30
All games in bold are at home.

-

·

Forward George Beaton
made perhaps the biggest
steal of his UCF career
Saturday night.
Beaton's theft led to a
Faronte Roberson layup,
giving UCF a 68-66 lead on
the way to a 79-72 triumph
over Florida Institute of
Technology (12-14).
The Knights (10-14)
struggled before finally
escaping with the victory.
UCF found itself down at
halftime, 42-33, after FIT's
Tom Folliard buried a thre~
pointer with three seconds

left in the first half.
The Knights then came out
for the second half with fire in
their eyes. Forward Stan
Haithcock buried a three
point shot. The Knights
scored 10 straight points to
take a 46-44 lead. The game
then went back and forth
until Beaton' s steal put the
Knights ahead to stay.
Roberson led all scorers
with 21 points, including
three of nine shooting from
the three point lane. He also
chipped in six assists and two
·
steals.
UCF
guard
Bryant
Woodford scored 17 points
and forward Pat Crocklin
added 15.

BASEBALL BRIEFS

FIT center Ron Harris
poured in 20 points to lead the
Panthers.
Both UCF and FIT shot ..
well from the field. The
Panthers connected on 55 •
percent of their shots, while '
the Knights were successful
over 49 percent of the time.
The difference came from •
the three point line. The
Panthers w.ere 3-9 from the
three point stripe, while the
Knights hit 9-19 from
downtown.
UCF now holds a 23· l
record lifetime against the
Panthers.

SEE HOOPS PAGE 11
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Knights ·dog Georgia, move up to 8·3

Bobby
Kiser

Rich
Polak

UCF 9 Georgia 8
The Knights split a two game series with the
University of Georgia this weekend. In the
second match up UCF trailed by four runs in
the third inning after being nailed for a fiverun inning by the Bulldogs in the second. UG
knocked pitcher Rich Polak for five hits,
which included a double and a grand slam.
Bob Kiser blasted a three-run homer in the
third to put the score at 5-4. The Bulldogs
attacked back in the fourth with two runs off
three hits. UCF pounded a run in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth before wrapping UG with two
in the seventh. Brandon Turner once again
was called on to provide relief. Turner threw
for three innings allowing five hits and no
earned runs.
Odie Koehnke and Jim
Walters pulled through with two hits apiece.

Brandon
Turner

Jim
Walters

Chris Carpenter came in for the sixth inning
and two-hit the Knights the rest of the way
for th~ save.
UCF 15 Stetson 6
The Knights took advantage of poor: pitching
by the Hatters to produce a five-run third and
fourth inning. Stetson's hurlers allowed 19
walks, threw five wild pitches, hit two batters
while the catcher allowed one passed ball. SU
took a five-run lead in the first two innings
thanks to a three-run homer by Mike
Robinson in the first. UCF tied the game in
the third by capitalizing on three walks, a hit
batter and a wild pitch. The Knights went on
to score 10 · more runs for the victory.
Motsinger scored three runs, while walking
five times. Vince Zawaski went one-for-one
with two runs scored, one RBI and three
_w~.

Georgia 6 UCF 4
The Bulldogs used an overwhelming four-run
third inning to overpower the Knights 6-4.
UG smacked UCF hurler rian Ahem for two
singles a double and a homer. Jose Solo,
Kiser John
otslnger and Koehnke
delivered base hits in the fourth. but could
draw on the Dawgs for onlv two runs. The
teams scored two runs apiece in the fifth
inning. Kiser hit an RBI double, while rian
Rig In had a sacrifice fly. Bulldog :reliever

UCF 10 Stetson_?
UCF ~e from behind again to defeat SU.
Stetson fell behind 5-1 after five innings
thanks in part to a three-run homer by Chris
Dunham in the first. After the seventh, UCF
was still down 6-4. In the sixth, Soto and
Kiser hit back-to-back round-trippers. Then a
five-run eighth put the Knights- up to stay.
Kiser's three-run shot over left-cent.er led the
way for UCF. Kiser finished with four RBI on
the night. Soto also had two runs-batted-in.

Jim Walters, UCF slide by Georgia in the second game.

Upcoming games:
Wednesday at the University of Tampa 2:00
Wednesday at the University of South Florida 7:00,
Saturday__ home against Flonda International 1:30
Sunday home against Florida International 1:30

----------------------------------------------------------------.

